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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by and welcome to the Q3 2014 KongZhong Corp. Earnings Conference Call. At this time, all
participants are in a listen-only mode. After management's prepared remarks there will be a question-and-answer session. Please note that today's
conference call is being recorded.

I would now like to turn the call over to Mr. Jay Chang, Chief Financial Officer of the Company. Thank you, sir. Please go ahead.

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Thank you, operator. This conference call may contain forward-looking statements. Although such statements are based on our own information
and information from other sources we believe to be reliable, you should not place undue reliance on them.

For additional discussion of risks and uncertainties relating to forward-looking statements and other factors, please see the documents we file from
time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We assume no obligation to update any forward-looking statements which apply only
as of the date of this conference call. Thank you for your continued interest in KongZhong.

I will first review our third quarter results before handing over the call to our CEO Wang Leilei.

Total revenues were $60.14 million, an increase of 3.9% from the second quarter and an increase of 36.4% from the same period last year.

Total gross profit was $23.83 million, an increase of 24.8% from the same period last year.

Net income was $3.5 million. However, this included a $1.32 million impairment on intangible assets and an additional $2 million cost method
impairment on long-term investments, the equivalent to a total net income per diluted ADS of $0.08.

Non-GAAP income was $7.79 million or $0.17 per ADS. Due to the delays in various new smartphone games we underperformed our previously
given guidance for US GAAP and Non-GAAP net profit.

At the end of the quarter the company had $232.75 million in cash and cash equivalents, term deposits, held-to-maturity securities, available-for-sale
securities, restricted cash, or equivalent to $5.11 per ADS in cash and cash equivalents. In addition, the company also announced that its Board of
Directors declared a special one-time cash dividend of $0.88 per ADS in October.

I'm now turning to each separate business unit.

The internet game revenues were $32.45 million in the third quarter, an increase of 1.3% from the second quarter, but a 51.8% increase from the
same period last year, as we saw sequentially stable financial performance from our key internet game titles, War Saga and Guild Wars 2.
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For our third quarter, mainland Chinese online game operations achieved average monthly active users of RMB2.2 million, aggregated monthly
paying accounts of 343,000, with a monthly average ARPU, per user, of RMB193.

Internet game revenues made up 54% of our total revenues in the third quarter, while the internet games gross profit was $14.8 million, a 5.3%
decline from the second quarter.

Internet games gross margin was 45.6% compared to 48.8% in the second quarter due to higher costs associated with revenue share and license
fees to our internet game development partners.

For mobile games, mobile game total revenues in the third quarter were $11.4 million, an 8.2% increase from the second quarter of 2014, but 142%
increase from the same period last year.

Total mobile game revenues made up 18.9% of total revenues in the third quarter, while our mobile game gross profit was $5.44 million, a 19%
increase from the second quarter. While gross margins were 47.7% compared to 43.4% in the second quarter, with the increase in mobile game
gross margins reflecting increased contribution from newly released smartphone games on the iOS platform.

WVAS revenues were $60.3 million, a 6.4% increase from the second quarter, but a 9.5% decrease from the same period last year, while WVAS
revenues made up 27.1% of total revenues in the third quarter.

WVAS gross profit was $3.6 million, a 16.5% decline from the second quarter, while gross margins were 22.1% compared to 28.1% in the second
quarter.

Total OpEx in the third quarter was $21.04 million compared to $25.98 million in the second quarter. However, 3Q operating expenses include
$1.32 million impairment on intangible assets.

Product development expenses in the third quarter were $6.58 million compared to $6.51 million in the prior quarter, while sales and marketing
expenses in the third quarter were $10.7 million compared to $16.01 million in the second quarter.

Sales and marketing expenses in the third quarter receded from 2Q levels, at which time the company launched one-time promotional activities
associated with both commercial release of Guild Wars 2 and War Saga as well as World of Tanks.

G&A expenses in the third quarter were $2.5 million compared to $3.46 million in the second quarter, with a decline associated with a reduction
of stock-based compensation and as well as other office expenses.

The Company's total headcount in the third quarter was 1,151 staff compared to 1,201 at the end of the second quarter.

Now, turning to our fourth quarter outlook, for the period ending December 31, 2014, we expect total revenues to be within the range of $59
million to $60 million, with total gross profits to be within the range of $24 million to $25 million. And we expect net profit to be $9 million to $10
million, and Non-GAAP net income to be within the range of $10 million to $11 million.

Now I would like to turn the call over to our CEO Mr. Wang, Leilei.

Leilei Wang - KongZhong Corp. - Chairman and CEO

Thanks Jay and thanks for your continual interest in KongZhong. Due to delays in the release of our new smartphone mobile games, we
underperformed our previously given guidance for financial numbers. Nonetheless, the Company still returned to a solid profitability in the third
quarter of 2014 compared to second quarter of this year, with stable performance in both our internet games and the WVAS business launch.
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We continue to see stable performance from World of Tanks and we originally released version 9.4, which includes updates to the new stronghold
mode. And we continue to release the brand of World of Tanks to the main China market, so an exclusive commodity and partnership with the
World War II Tank movie theory.

Guild Wars 2 has stabilized to a core and the loyal user base in China but at lower levels than we had originally expected prior to releasing the
game. However, we continue to work closely with our internet to enhance the game for our core user base including the release of the second half
of Living World Season 2, the upcoming improvements to PvP; the first e-sports for tournament series to be held in Beijing in December and other
organization features for the China market.

For all other PC games under development, Blitzkrieg 3 and the Auto Club Revolution we expect to continue technique on the small scale user
testing for the rest of this year. And we expect to bring World of Warships to China in the second half of 2015.

More importantly we have begun to release our high-quality slate of mobile games to the market with strong initial success. At the end of third
quarter 2014 we released our self-developed next generation real-time strategy China game Rush Three Kingdoms which has become consistent
top performer in the China market and in November 2014. We released My Cutest Princess a licensed game from Japan to both iOS and Android
platform.

We expect to release one to two high-quality mobile games to the market per quarter for the foreseeable future. This includes Grieta, a multiplayer
action RPG game from Korea SK Network Services. And the Castle Of Heroes, our core developed to mobile action RPG games which (inaudible) of
Korea amongst others.

In the future we will seek to organize our mobile game partition schedules for self-developed and the license game to avoid any future GAAPs in
the release of future games. Overall I believe KongZhong will continue to develop quality in the future as a leading, as a demonstrated online game
company.

Okay. We'd like to open the call to questions. Operator?

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen we would now begin the question-and-answer session. (Operator Instructions)

Your first question comes from the line of Nick Ning from 86Research. Please ask your question.

Nick Ning - 86Research - Analyst

Hi. Thanks for taking my questions. So I just want to have some further color on the guidance which is I think it implies compare to revenue
sequentially, does that mean PC internet games to decline in Q4? Thank you.

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Yes. We expect mobile games to see a strong sequential growth somewhere in the range of 30% plus quarter-to-quarter which would imply seeing
high single-digits to 15% intended, 5% to 10% decline in PC games primarily Guild Wars 2 and World of Warplanes.
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Nick Ning - 86Research - Analyst

Okay. Thank you. And how about the net marketing improvement from your guidance is that due to some cut of operating expenses?

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Yes. We don't have any major new game launches in the fourth quarter, so marketing expenses there's more efficiency we can have that.

Nick Ning - 86Research - Analyst

Okay. My final question is we have seen some of the PC game peers are restructuring their development teams to focus more on mobile. Is that
something KongZhong is also considering a little bit doing? And if that happens what would be the impact on your financials?

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

That is something we did two years ago. Two years ago we focused on license games on the PC side. So if you look at our portfolio of PC games
they are almost 100% inclusive license. And the bulk of our smartphone game team is actually from our PC team and so we did that restructuring
two years ago. And the fruits of those are the top pipeline of those games on the smartphones side are now just coming to market with the first
one being Rush Three Kingdoms. So that is something we were quite proactive early on in terms of transitioning.

Nick Ning - 86Research - Analyst

Okay. And lastly, how we would expect our revenue mix between a PC and mobile to be for 2006 -- '15 now since that we are accelerating our pace
on mobile is to high-quality mobile games related for this quarter? Thank you. I will stop here.

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Yes. As historic practice we don't give forward-looking guidance annually, but I would say a couple of things, one is we still believe we have a very
strong PC lineup for 2015 especially with the coming release of World of Warships in the second half of next year. And we still continue to stable
performance in our PC business from probably like 4Q levels.

But on the mobile game side we have a lot of games coming; we have well over 10 in our current pipeline. And the world will base those releases
and performance and future guidance based on our testing and the quality of those games which has only been our focus is to try to bring the
highest quality games to the China market.

Nick Ning - 86Research - Analyst

Okay, thank you. Thank you Jay and Leilei.

Operator

Your next question comes from the line of private investor, [Rick Jones]. Please ask your question.
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Rick Jones

Yes. Hi, thanks for taking my call. I have a quick question. You guys performed significantly lower than your guidance big departure, can you put
any color or context to how you guys came up shy roughly $4 million or $5 million?

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

So I'm not sure how your referring the $4 million or $5 million, the prior guidance was around $10 million non-GAAP net profit. So the GAAP there
was probably $2 million. But as we mentioned on our prepared remarks there were some delays in smartphone games and some of those which
is operator channels not only the iOS and the Android channels in the third quarter, they got pushed to the fourth quarter.

However, if you look at our fourth quarter guidance and you take down average all in and we tried to tend to run our business on a long-term basis
which is trying to manage each quarter-to-quarter, I think you can see that we're -- in terms of overall profitability over a six-month period, we're
pretty fair to be in line with what these kind of levels we talked about in the past.

Rick Jones

Your overall revenue for the -- in Q2 was around -- was that 64 million? Was that what the overall guidance was?

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Yes. So I mean you can look at revenues and however we focus our business on cash flows. So the metric that we really focused on is our EBITDA
or the non-GAAP net profit number and that's the number I was referring to just in my prior price data.

Rick Jones

Okay, okay. I mean how would you --

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Primarily it was the delay in smartphone games both on iOS and Android channels as well as channel mobile operator channels than we saw in
the past.

Rick Jones

Okay. And can you talk a little more about the dividend? I know you guys tried to -- and that was a big stuff for you guys to do. It seems like on one
hand that that was a great thing to do for shareholders, on the other hand, it seems like it could have just been a weighted pad fourth quarter
results. Do you guys have any thoughts on that?

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Well, if you're an existing shareholder of KongZhong, hopefully you are benefited from the special dividend. Based on every annual outlook, we'll
take a look -- our board will take a look at potential future dividends. So that's something that we'll always look at. In terms of results, dividend has
nothing to do with our core business in terms of actual financial results.

And as I've mentioned in the past, the reason for the first miss that we've done is just the timing of smartphone game releases that we have
previously thought were going to happen in 3Q and many of them actually first started to the fourth quarter period.
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Rick Jones

Yes. I think overall many of us are -- I mean, I'm one of the small shareholders that are quite disappointed in the results. As you look at the deterioration,
it seems as though the price per share will deteriorate significantly tomorrow when the US market opens. I just -- based on guidance and how
things are going, it seems like there's some a big disconnect here in this quarter. And I know you're saying it's due to a delay but it's just a little
frustrating I guess as a shareholder to see this kind of this big miss here.

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Okay. Thanks for your feedback.

Operator

(Operator Instructions)

There are no further questions at this time. I would now like to hand the conference back to today's presenters. Please continue.

Jay Chang - KongZhong Corp. - CFO

Thank you for your continued interest in KongZhong and we look forward to speaking to you in the near future. Take care.
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